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Why bother with
Phase 4?

 No new graphemes are
taught anyway! 
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During Phase 4 children will consolidate
previously taught knowledge and learn to read

and spell words with adjacent consonants.
 

 Adjacent consonants are two separate
consonants that are found next to each other
within a word that make two separate sounds.
They can be found at the beginning of a word,

the end or both. 

frog
tree

best
stamp

Adjacent Consonants
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Phase 4 is such an important phase for
children to practise their segmenting and

blending skills. 
 

Becoming confident at reading and spelling
words with adjacent consonants will stop
mistakes in children's reading and writing
where they miss out a crucial consonant. 

best doesn't become bet
 went is not written as wet

 stop is not read as sop
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Phase 4 also sees children practise reading
polysyllabic words. These are words that are

made up of more than one syllable.
 

 As they are longer words children will be
taught to 'chunk' the word and segment and

blend each syllable to help them read and
spell them. They will often have Phase 3

graphemes in too which further consolidates
phonic knowledge. 

children shampoo
sandwich

Polysyllabic Words
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Lots of polysyllabic words are also
compound words. These are useful for

children to read and spell as they can easily
be broken up into syllables that make

sense. 
 

A compound word is a word that is made
when two separate words are joined

together to create a new word. 

star+light= starlight
 sand+pit= sandpit

wind+mill= windmill

Compound Words
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There are also a selection of high frequency
words that need to be learnt in Phase 4.
Some are classed as tricky as they don't

follow the usual pattern and are not easily
decodable. Children will need to develop a

fluency in reading them. 
 

 Point out the bit that is the tricky part of
the word when teaching them. 

Tricky Words

said have do
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 They can represent each of the 42
phonemes by a grapheme, blend phonemes

to read CVC words and 
segment CVC words for spelling

 
 Lots of children will be ready for Phase 4
towards the end of the Reception Year.

They will then revisit and review again at
the beginning of Year 1.

 

When are children ready for
Phase 4?
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Use a phoneme frame to help

children segment, spell and write

words. It clearly highlights the

number of sounds and graphemes

needed in a word. CVCC and CCVC

words will need a four box frame. 

How can I help?
Provide lots of

opportunities to read

and spell words that

contain adjacent

consonants. 

Highlight the
adjacent

consonants withina word to your childbefore they read itand really promptthem to listen forall the sounds. 

Model as much aspossible breaking up thesounds in words. Countthe sounds using your'Phonics Fingers' s p e ll
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Phase 4 Activities 
Sort words according

to their adjacent
consonants. 

Play games where you change
one phoneme at a time within a

word to make a new one to really
practise isolating phonemes and
segmenting and blending words. 

Create lots of
different practical

versions of phoneme
frames. 
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For more ideas check out the Phase 4
Games Guide on the Instagram page
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